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This article supplements Richard Miller’s paper [6] by establishing a 
result on the minimum number of fixed points in the homotopy class of a 
pseudo-Anosov surface transformation. We thus verify one of the many 
farreaching results that William Thurston announced in 1977 in a preprint 
[S] dealing with the classification up to homotopy of diffeomorphisms of 
compact surfaces. Thurston stated his theorems without proofs, but with 
many hints at techniques. Fathi, Laudenbach, Poenaru, and other workers at 
an intensive seminar at the University of Orsay gave detailed proofs of some 
(but not all) of Thurston’s assertions and published their findings in a 
monograph [7]. More recently, Miller [6] and Gilman [2] have verified 
Thurston’s claim that his Theorem 4 [S, p. 81 follows from the classical 
investigations of Jakob Nielsen [4]. Using Miller’s exposition of the Nielsen- 
Thurston theory, we establish: 
THURSTON’S THEOREM 6 [S, p. 121. An orientation-preserving pseudo- 
Anosov dlfleomorphism of a closed, orientable surface has the minimum 
number of periodic points of every period among all maps in its homotopy 
class. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with [6]. 
We begin with some definitions pertaining to a diffeomorphism 7 of a 
closed and orientable surface S. 7 is homotopic to a diffeomorphism (again 
called 7) with only isolated fixed points [ 1, p. 1181. Let X be the universal 
covering surface of S and p: X+ S the covering projection. Two fixed points 
x,,, x, of 7 are Nielsen equivalent if there is a lift t: X+ X of 7 which fixes a 
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point & Ep-‘(x,) and a point x’, Ep-‘(x,). Any such lift can be extended 
to a map (again called t) on the closed unit disk x. If t is in a pseudo- 
Anosov mapping class, there are 2,~ alternately attracting and repelling fixed 
points of t on E = 8X. The index of the fixed point class belonging to t is 
1 -p. A fixed point class is essential if its index is non-zero. (This point of 
view is expounded in 15, Sections 4 and 51. A definition of Nielsen 
equivalence that is more common in modern treatises (e.g. [ 11) states that x0 
and x, can be joined by a path a such that a and r(a) are homotopic 
(rel x0, xi). See [3, p. 3321 for a proof that these definitions are equivalent.) 
The number of essential Nielsen equivalence casses is called the Nielsen 
number N(7) of 7. N(r) is a well-defined invariant of the homotopy class of r. 
The Nielsen number is a lower bound on the cardinality of the fixed point set 
of all maps homotopic to 7 [9, lo]. 
Thus, to prove Thurston’s Theorem 6, it suffices to show that if r” is a 
pseudo-Anosov diffeomorphism, then no two distinct points in Fix(?) are 
Nielsen equivalent and ?’ has no inessential fixed point classes. Moreover, it 
suffices to prove this for n = 1, since if f is pseudo-Anosov then ?” is pseudo- 
Anosov for each n [6]. 
For a diffeomorphism r in a pseudo-Anosov mapping class, Miller 
contructs a “pseudo-linear” map t^ with the following properties. Choose a 
lift i of ?. Let W” = (Q’(V): 1 E F, n E Z + }, where F is the group of 
covering translations of X over S and where 0’(V) is the convex hull of the 
set of attracting fixed points of It” in E. Likewise, Q’(V) is the convex hull 
of the set of repelling fixed points. See [ 6, Section 3 1. The union of the sets in 
W’ is dense in X [6, Prop. 5). Any two subsets Q’(W) and S2”(ktm) in W 
are either disjoint or identical [6, Theorem III]. 
The maps f?, 1 E F, permute the sets in IV’. If aU(W’) is non-empty, it is 
the only component of IV’ fixed by I?‘. If QU(lt”) is empty, two cases can 
occur: 
(1) It” has one repelling and one attracting fixed point on E (the index 
0 case). No component of W“ is fixed by li” or by any power of this map. 
Since the closures of the sets in IV cover X, It’ can have no fixed points in 
X. 
(2) It” has no fixed points on E (the index 1 case). Then some power 
(It”)” has p> 2 [5, p. 201, and ltit rotates ~“((lt”)k). 
Let s” be the pseudo-Anosov map homotopic to ?. (Miller’s notation.) 
LEMMA. Each lift t’: X+X of s” has at most one fixed point, and it is 
essential. 
Prooj Let Y: X-1 Xl- be the quotient map defined in [6, Section IO]. 
Then X/- is homeomorphic to X and the images !Y(Q”(ft”)) are a dense set 
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of 1ea;es of a singular foliation of Xl-. This foliation is invariant under the 
maps t induced on X/w by the maps lion X. 
ri x-x 
Y 
I I 
Y 
Xl- - if Xl&. 
If lt^ fixes no component of W, then It” has no fixed points in X. We 
henceforth consider only those It for which f2”((lt)k) # 0 for some k. 
What we have said thus far applies equally well to the dual set Ws = 
(W(Zt”): 1 E F, n E Z f }. f2s((lt)k) # 0 if and only if W((lt)k) # 0, and the 
fixed point set of It must lie in Y(Qs((lt)“)), hence in Y(lJ”((lt)“)) n 
Y(f2s((Zt)k)) E P,. We now prove that P, consists of a single point. There are 
two cases to consider: 
(1) W((lt)“) and Qs((lt)k) are geodesics in X which go over to non- 
singular leaves in the two measured foliations of Y(X). These leaves intersect 
transversely in a single point because 12”((lt)k) f’ P((lt)k) is a single point 
and Y merely shrinks certain intervals on these geodesics to points. The 
index of P, is f 1 in this case. 
(2) P’((ft)k) and LP((lt)“) are ideal polygons with ,u 2 3 vertices. The 
map Y restricted to these polygons shrinks them to two sets of p-prongs with 
only the prong point P, in common [6, Fig. 2; 8. Fig. 51. Thu?, while Fix(l?) 
is the entire (2p)-gon DU((lf)k) n 12s((Zt)k), the induced map It fixes only the 
prong point P,. The index is -2 or +l in this case. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. I 
Proof of Thurston’s Theorem 6 [8, p. 121. Since the Nielsen number 
N(tl”) is a lower bound on the number of periodic points of period n of ?, we 
only need to show that the lower bound is achieved. By the lemma any lift of 
r” to X can have at most one essential fixed point. The map f, and hence 2, 
has no inessential fixed points. The fixed points of t” are then all essential and 
Nielsen inequivalent. I 
Note added in proof: B. Jiang [“Fixed points of surface homeomorphisms”, Bull. AMS 5, 
No. 2, 1981, 176-1771 has shown that every orientation-preserving homeomorphism r of a 
compact surface is isotopic to one which realizes N(r). The same result has also been 
obtained, independently, by N. V. Ivanov [“Nielsen numbers of self-maps of surfaces”, 
Research in Topology IV, 1982 Acad. Nauk USSR, Leningrad (Russian)]. 
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